VISUAL
MANAGEMENT
CLEANING
STATIONS

Right tool, right time, right place

Put the Shine into 5S
When 5S is built into business processes, it will
improve efficiency and quality. In turn this will lead to
cost savings and increased safety and profitability.
5S is a workplace organisation method popularised by Japanese automotive
manufacturers. The list describes how to organise a work space for efficiency
and effectiveness.
5S Cleaning Stations support 5S by providing a physical standardised platform.

Sort

Move out non-required items using Cleaning Station Shadow
Boards ensures out-dated or
unused tools are discarded.

Set in Order
Help your teams to be more productive and
create satisfying places to work.

Create a defined location for items
- Cleaning Stations provide a set
location for cleaning tools and
related items.

Shine
5S Cleaning Stations provide the perfect platform for ensuring
that cleaning equipment is located at the right pleace, at the
right time, when it is needed.
We have supplied Cleaning Stations to world class Lean organisations in
many sectors and applications. Whilst we are able to offer an “out of the
box” standard product which can be bought from our online shop we also
specialise in developing bespoke solutions.
Our 5S Cleaning Stations will help your teams and your business to:

Reduce time searching for cleaning tools
Differentiate between production areas
Increase life of cleaning tools
Add professionalism to your workplace
Reeuce costs on replacing lost cleaning tools

Clean and inspect or inspect
through cleaning. Cleaning Stations
put the tools for cleaning and
inspection in the right place, no
searching required.

Standardise

Create a standardised and
consistent approach. Make it easy
for workers to follow the 5S rules
across a business.

Sustain

Make 5S a habit as a part of
everyday tasks. 5S should be a long
term company wide goal. Cleaning
Stations can be used as a constant
reminder of 5S policy.

And much more...
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Estimates & Quotations

Features

Communicate
Options:
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•

PRODUCT CODES

COLOUR OPTIONS

MESSAGES

FRAMES

We can print tool codes
on to the cleaning station
board face to make
reference easy when
re-ordering tools.

We offer a range of tool
colours which can be
matched by the board,
perfect for production area
segregation.

Printed reminders to return
tools or other important
instructional cues and
graphics can be included
on our Cleaning Stations.

Perhaps wall space is at a
premium or the tools need
to be close to hand at a
central location within a
factory. Our frames ensure
the right tool, at the right
place, at the right time.

•
•

Select a standard design from our Cleaning Station range online or brochure
resource.
Download our template maker and develop your own design from our standard
cleaning tools.
Tell us about the tools you use, perhaps you have specialist cleaning equipment, a
contracted supplier of tools or would like to add bespoke features

Our designers will work with you to provide a solution suitably branded to your 		
company.
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PREMIUM TOOLS &
HOOKS
We only supply industry
standard premium tooling
and tool mounting hooks.
We can offer metal
detectable hooks for food
industry clients,
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Competitive Quotation

REFERENCE NUMBER &
CONTACT DETAILS

We will get a commercial quotation to you within 24 hours and in most cases on the
same day as enquiry.

We ensure that all our
Cleaning Stations have
design reference codes
and contact information
included (bottom RH
corner) for re-order or
future reference.

We will send a branded design concept version of any standard design board.

“We will get a commercial quotation to
you within 24 hours and in most cases
on the same day”
Proof
We don’t put anything into production until it has been approved by our client. We will
get bespoke design work to you within 2 days of quotation approval.

Sample
We recommend having buy-in from your working team before implementing new
visual management. To this end; we are always happy to supply scaled paper prints of
Cleaning Station layouts so designs can be critiqued as a group or across your shifts
and teams.
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HEADER TITLE
Communicate the area in
which the cleaning station
belongs, to further boost
team ownership and care
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LOGO & BRANDING
Using company logo
and brandng will foster
company wide ownership.
Design elements from
corporate branding can be
integrated by our team of
graphic designers.
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Materials & Specifications

Mounting Options

We take a flexible approach when discussing
new projects and will work with you to meet your
exact standards and requirements.
Base Materials
Aluminium Composite
Our standard Cleaning Station base material
is durable and easy to work with, providing
reassurance if your maintenance teams are to fix
the panels to exisiting wall space.

Aluminium Sheet
If you have metal tools or intend to store heavy
items on the Cleaning Station Shadow Board then
a 3mm Aluminium sheet will provde a hard
wearing, heavy duty and strong base material.

Tool Storage

We can assist with specifying the perfect mounting solution
for your Cleaning Station to suit your operational requirments

Plastic Hooks
We specify polypropylene hooks and hangars
as standard for hanging Cleaning tools in place.
With the correct care these are durable and long
lasting solutions.

Metal Hooks
Do you have a process where FOD (Foreign Object
Detecton) control is critical. Many food production
lines use metal detectors to ensure no metal parts
are able to find their way into the product. Our
Metal hooks satisfy this metal detectable only
requirement.

Cleaning Tools
Plastic Tools
We specify polypropylene cleaning tools as
standard. We have a large choice of durable
functional tools that cover a range of tasks that we
can specify for our cleaning stations.

Metal Tools
There are applications that sometimes require a
heavy duty Cleaning Tool specification . We have
supplied metal tools where high temperatures or
abrasive surfaces make these more suited.

Heavy Duty Framework (Mobile)
Available in Standard and bespoke sizes to match
your Cleaning Station Shadow Board.

Heavy Duty Framework (Fixed)
Available in bespoke sizes, supplied with base
plates to be fixed into hard flooring.

Wall Mounted
We can advise on the best method for fixing the
Cleaning Stations to a variety of wall surfaces.

Magnets
A unique method suited to the food industry
where drilling into steel walls isn’t practical. W
e use a combination of Steel Composite panels
and super strength magnets to hold the Cleaning
Station in place on a wall.
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Non-Cleaning Tool Additions

Custom

Our flexible approach accomodates other
standard operational items that can enhance
the function of your Station, promoting better
Hygiene, Heath and Safety

Glove Dispenser
Ensure Hygiene standards are maintained and
protect the welfare of the working team

Paper Towel Dispenser
Use for imrpovised cleanups of small spills or for
quick wipe downs.. We can specify holders for a
variety of paper towells and rolls.

First Aid Kit
Help to ensure your team feel protected and
cared for. We can specify a variety of sizes of First
Aid kits depending on the size of the team.

Ear Plug Dispenser
Helps your business to comply by Its Health &
Safety law obligations by ensuring ear protection is
available and to hand when noise levels require it.

Some cleaning processes might require specific
tooling, we can ensure this is always close at hand
Hand tooling
Should you have a more unique process whereby a cleaning operation is combined
with a process such as Preventative Maintenance - we can accomodate by adding
tool shadows with holders to the Cleaning Station Shadow Board.

How?
We can take delivery of your tools and send them back to you as
soon as we have digitised them ready for print
Tell us what tools you require and we can supply them with the
Cleaning Station Shadow Board as one complete solution
If you are unable to be without tooling that you already have in
place, Invite us to your site and we will survey the items in situ.

5S Audit and tracking documents
Eye Wash Station
Essential in high risk environments such as
production areas and workshops.

For Cleaning Stations to become effective Visual Management tools within your
business it is vital that they are cared for, managed and integrated into your current
cleaning or 5S processes.
Adding tracking documents for Cleaning inspections or 5S audit sheet storage
provides a constant reminder to your teams of how important proper use and
effective management of the Cleaning Stations is to your business..
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Company Logos

Colour Options:

Professional (1200 x 1900)

Integrate Cleaning Station Shadow Boards into your
corporate identity ensuring a consistent approach and a
sense of company wide ownership

Advanced (1000 x 1900)

Colour Options:

Medium (800 x 1700)

Standard Range
Basic (610 x 1700)

Branding

Strengthen corporate identity within the business
and foster a sense of ownership of the company
within the business.

Colour Options:

Colour Options:

Brand Colours
Working within your corporate colour pallet will
ensure that the boards fit in with the look, feel and
message the corporate brand projects.

Have your own tools or configuration?
We have a template maker available to download from our website.
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Visual Management Boards
Shadowboard
Foam Solutions
Cleaning Stations
Health & Safety
Cabinets & Framework

For More Product Information &
Visual Management Solutions visit

www.v-m-t.co.uk

